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President’s Report

Philip Thomson

The fun part of having a museum to show off when people come as visitors to see our collection. Bryan
Walpole, Liz Bondfield and I have taken a number of groups through with lots of laughs and sharing of
memories. Every group is different and we enjoy the challenge to make their visit informative and
interesting. Often we provide morning tea with Rowena Ransley or Carmel Thomson helping out with
serving food and drinks. We’ve had some great feedback from our visitors.
Liz has been busy preparing some new displays which we hope you will come and see, we hope these will
be completed over the next two months and will provide a lot of education and entertainment.
I have been fortunate enough to visit a number of medical history museums in France and England over
the last few months. These include the amazing Wellcome Collection near Euston Station, the College of
GPs, the Old Operating Theatre Museum and the Damien Hirst Pharmacy and Medical Installation at the
Newport Gallery. I noted artistic flavour to many of the displays, political correctness and attempt to
promote the ‘wow’ factor.
Liz and I continue to be made very welcome by the Jane Franklin Hall community and enjoy our contact
with the students. We are holding our next seminar on Saturday 21st September in the wonderful venue
of the Frances Parsons Building at Jane.
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Curator’s Report

Liz Bondfield
New displays at COMA: Thanks to our Tasmanian Community Fund grant, as of September we will have a
new selection of displays for our visitors, and the students at Jane Franklin Hall.
Cured by Lightning! discusses our
changing understanding of bioelectricity and the uses of electrical
therapies for human bodies and minds
over the past 200 years.
Miasmas, Humours and Germ Theory
focuses on the location of COMA in
South Hobart, to help us understand
how the beliefs of colonial Van
Diemen’s Land about health shaped
where wealthy people chose to live,
where the Female Factory was situated,
and the struggle for clean drinking
water in Hobart.
‘Advice to Women’ focuses on our
extensive collection of domestic physician books in the 19th and early 20th century, when most healthcare
was the responsibility of women in the home, and when modesty made it difficult for women to approach
male doctors with their problems and fears.
In General Practice will look at the role of General Practitioners in Tasmania. We hope that part of the fun
of these displays will be the hands-on elements where we might use a microscope to look at water from
the Rivulet, or teach visitors how to take and read a blood pressure or listen to chest sounds with a
stethoscope – and as always it will be about the conversations we have with our visitors.
Significance Assessment: Heritage consultant Jai Paterson has completed our National Library of Australia
Community Heritage funded Significance Assessment. Jai’s research has greatly enriched our
understanding of key objects in our collection and how we can better use them to interpret Tasmania’s
medical history. We hope to introduce some of the stories Jai has uncovered in our exhibitions, and
through our newsletter in the future.
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New acquisitions: We’ve recently acquired two fascinating new
small collections. Nigel Granger of the Wingfield Library offered
us a set of transcranial magnetic stimulation coils used in the
1990s. Due to the interest and research of the then Head of
Psychiatry at the Royal Hobart Hospital Dr Saxby Pridmore,
Tasmania was the earliest adopter of TMS as a mental health
therapy in the Southern Hemisphere. The coils now take pride
of place in our ‘Cured by Lightning!’ display.
Another item with an intriguing story is a battered box of
dental forceps brought to Australia by Dr Ernst Fabian when he
fled Austria ahead of the Nazis before World War Two. Box of
dental forceps brought by Dr Ernst Fabian as a WW2 refugee, donated by Dr Peter Evans. Dr Fabian and
his family were sent to the West Coast of Tasmania, where he served as a GP.
I am now wondering: what other immigration stories could our collection tell?
Image 1) ‘Galvanism in Picadilly’ artist unknown, c 1800. Reproduced courtesy of the Wellcome Collection.

Image 2) TMS coils demonstrated in the 1990s by Dr Phil Reid and a volunteer physiotherapist from the RHH, courtesy of
Professor Saxby Pridmore.

What’s happening at COMA?
New Computers

COMA has been fortunate to acquire three new desktop computers, a laptop and a new printer thanks to
the Harvey Cuthill Family Foundation. This allows us to upgrade our database from DB text and we are
hoping to migrate our database onto eHive, a more modern and more accessible online database, in the
future.
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New Administrative Assistant

Annabel Johnson
We have had a new edition to the COMA team recently with our first-ever administrative assistant.
Annabel is a current resident at Jane Franklin Hall and is currently studying a Bachelor of Economics and
Arts at the University of Tasmania. She is currently helping us at COMA for a few hours a week in this new
position which is being funded by the Harvey Cuthill Family Foundation.

Save the Date! Spring Seminar & AGM
Saturday 21st September 2019
Venue: Frances Parsons Building, Jane
Franklin Hall, 6 Elboden St. South Hobart.
When: 10.00 a.m. -12.20pm Saturday 21st
September 2019
Cost: $20 per person, $10 for Friends and free
for students
Subscription to become a Friend: $30 adults,
$20 concession, free for students.
If you are a Friend, and bringing a partner, both
are charged at Friends rate.
RSVP: Wednesday 18th September
2019. Email coma@jane.edu.au
or Ph 6210 0100 (Jane Franklin Hall).
Payment can be made at the door (cash only),
or our bank account: COMA Tas BSB 067 102,
Account number 1045 0073
We look forward to seeing you there 😊

‘Few will escape the serious message of Super Condom’,
The Mercury, 19/06/1987.
Reproduced courtesy of Libraries Tasmania and The
Mercury.
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Previous COMA Seminar: Strange Alchemies: Anaesthesia and
Pharmacy then and now - 23rd March 2019
‘I can teach you how to bottle fame, brew glory, and even put a stopper in death...’
Severus Snape in ‘Harry Potter and the Philosophers Stone’, J K Rowling.
There’s a bit of magic in how anaesthetists and pharmacists can alter our conscious states and
perceptions of pain, and cure so many illnesses.

Reproduced courtesy of Pharmacy Times, December 17, 2014

Our Autumn seminar this year was a huge success, enjoyed by an enthusiastic audience.
We had four interesting and informative talks:

Dr John Paull: An Unlikely Anaesthetist: Charles Darwin and his interesting use of Chloroform

We learned the astonishing story of Charles Darwin
administering Chloroform to his wife Emma for the birth of
several of their later children. This was in 1848, only a year after
the first Chloroform anaesthetic was given by James Young
Simpson in 1847 in Edinburgh. Darwin had previously studied
Medicine in that city & presumably had friends who
recommended he use it. He was very fortunate he did not have
any complications as Chloroform caused many deaths in the
first years its use as an anaesthetic agent.
The first recorded anaesthetic was in October 1846 when Ether
was used in Boston. William Pugh gave the first Ether
anaesthetic in the Southern hemisphere in Launceston in June
1847.

(Source: Darwin Online)
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Dr Richard Waldron
Amazing Advances in Modern Anaesthesia. An overview from a practising anaesthetist
Painted a picture of the phenomenal advances in
modern anaesthesia. He described how improvements
in anaesthesia have led to more challenging surgery and
sophisticated medical procedures. There is a wide range
of anaesthetic techniques used in certain
circumstances. Many ICU patients are sedated and
kept asleep whilst they recover from serious injuries or
medical conditions.
(Source: Wikipedia)

He emphasized the high degree of safety today in
contrast to the earlier use of anaesthesia. Whilst the
patient does not remember anything, the anaesthetist
ensures that there is no suffering or risk to the patient.

Mr Ralph Tapping
Before the dollar and before the
Contraceptive Pill. Life as a chemist
in the 1950s and 60s
Ralph’s talk from our seminar is
featured on page 9 of our
newsletter, we think it is very
interesting and we are sure you will
too.
(Source: Ralph Tapping)
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Prof Greg Peterson Modern medicines: a spectrum from the marvellous to the ridiculous
The amazing advances in drug therapy were
outlined. So many lifesaving drugs are now
available. In addition, many lifestyle medications to
improve the quality of life are prescribed.

(Source: Medical Daily)

Cancer treatment is now producing cures to
previously untreatable malignancies. Some
medications are ' tailor-made ' to specifically treat a
patient. Many drug companies wield huge influence
in the health care sector.
Some chronic conditions which previously caused
long-term disability to have virtually been cured by
the advent of immunological drugs. The pharmacist
has become a vital part of the health care team.

Considering Donating to COMA?
COMA Tasmania now has Tax Deductible Gift Recipient Status ABN 71 629 316 835
Any donation can be sent to:
Account Name: COMA Tas
Commonwealth Bank BSB: 067 102
Account: 1045 0073
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“Before the Dollar and Before
the Pill” Ralph Tapping

formulae that developed quite a following.
“On the job” training by the master pharmacist
enabled students to develop considerable skills in
recognising common ailments such as measles,
impetigo, eczema, chickenpox, varicose ulcers,
haemorrhoids etc. and enabled pharmacists to
provide a triage for the medical profession.

In the words of John Williamson, this was the era
“Before the dollar and before the pill”. Trams ran up
Elizabeth St to Glenorchy and Lenah Valley, also to
Sandy Bay and West Hobart. A trolley bus ran to
Cornelian Bay. Doctors made home visits! and wrote
prescriptions with a fountain pen (sometimes even a We all wore white coats, which transitioned from the
pencil!).
lab coat to a more “Dentist” style in due course.
Patients were encouraged to bring back their medicine
There were more than 20 pharmacies around central bottles for recycling, so it fell to the lot of the
Hobart in the area bordered by Campbell St, apprentice to wash them unless there was a
Harrington St, Brisbane St & Macquarie St. Mostly “Messenger Boy” to do the job (along with the
they were one pharmacist and an apprentice – deliveries).
occasionally one other pharmacist. The dispensary
was always hidden out the back – presumably to We developed considerable skill in compounding what
preserve the mystique of medication – the contents we took pride in considering elegant preparations…
were never divulged to the patient!
and in reading prescriptions, which was no mean feat,
Prescriptions were transcribed by hand into a ledger
called a “Script book” and labels for the dispensed
items were typed up on a manual typewriter, with
each label headed “The Tablets”, “The Mixture”, “The
Ointment”, “The Cream” etc. Dosages for mixtures
were by the teaspoonful or tablespoonful.
I was personally taken on in 1957 as an apprentice at
HT Gould & Co, 73 Liverpool Street, on a starting wage
of One Pound eighteen and threepence a week ($3.82
in today’s language). The course was 3 years part-time,
mostly at the Hobart Technical College, so much of the
training was by the employer pharmacist.
Many years later it became a full University course. In
those days a substantial percentage of medicines were
compounded in the pharmacy according to several
formularies, although doctors were at liberty to
prescribe their own recipes.
The APF was the most common formulary. The 1947
edition had a formula for Linctus Diamorph (Heroin!).

given the atrocious handwriting of some medicos!
Script reading was a major subject at student
examination time for obvious reasons.
Tablets and capsules came in bulk packages (no strip
packaging in those days) and so the prescribed
quantity had to count out and packaged in glass or
plastic phials and the label attached.
Very few eye drops were commercially available in the
early days, so had to be made up, using what was
known as “Aseptic Technique” and dispensed in half
ounce amber glass bottles, with separate glass
dropper with a rubber bulb.
Most medicines were “Chemist Only”, although
country stores in towns with no pharmacy could get a
special permit for a limited range.

Pharmacy was the major outlet for photographic film
and processing, cameras, feminine hygiene products,
veterinary supplies, baby feeding products (Baby
Every pharmacy had its favourite formulae (Nostrums) scales on the counter), liniments, band-aids etc.,
in a special notebook for OTC prescribing. Many cough and cold remedies, various cosmetics, hair
pharmacies also had their own range of special
colorants, home perms and most importantly,
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contraceptives – all kept behind the counter and medication by hand and submit the claim each month,
requiring personal request!
together with the original scripts, which were then
checked and processed by clerks in the Health Dept
Multivitamins originated in pharmacy, remember before being approved for payment!
Myadec? Expiry dates on products were a rarity.
Civilized business hours were observed – no weekend Objects from a bygone era such as Carboys, Specie
opening except for one-hour Sat and Sun 6 to 7pm for Jars, Elegant Ceramic Jars and the Whittal & Tatum
urgent requirements! Hotels were not permitted to range of ground-glass stoppered bottles and jars had
open on Sundays, but pharmacies were permitted to largely disappeared from pharmacies for practical
sell Tonic Wine!
reasons. The ground glass stoppers had a nasty habit
of sticking with liquid preparations and so the ordinary
In the 1950s, the Apothecary and Avoirdupois systems clear glass rectangular Bakelite screw-capped bottles
of weights and measures existed alongside the were favoured, and all the fancy containers of
Imperial system. Dosages of tablets were in grains, yesteryear were just used for decoration and became
with 437.5 gr to the ounce creating difficulty in collector’s items.
calculating percentage strengths with
eye drops etc, with no pocket calculator! The adoption
of the metric system in the late 1950s was welcomed
with open arms (62.5mg to the grain).
Many manufacturers such as Parke, Davis & Co,
Sterling Pharmaceuticals (Nyal), Burroughs Wellcome,
Bristol-Myers to name just a few, chose to market
their products solely through a pharmacy. Even
Disprin was chemist only – until the late 1950’s when
it became an open-seller. This marked the beginning
of the end of selective marketing and in 1974 the
Federal Government brought in Restrictive Trading
legislation that made it difficult for manufacturers to
limit outlets for their products, leaving the only truly
chemist-only items those scheduled items restricted
by law.
Pharmacies were the custodians of poisons like
strychnine and cyanide, which were used for the
extermination of vermin. A poisons register had to be
maintained to record any sales (By the way both
strychnine and cyanide were used in some
medicines!).
Pharmacy Displays by Ralph Tapping

The Pharmaceutical Benefits scheme was in its infancy
in the late 1950s, supposedly for life-saving medicines. This Newsletter was compiled by Dr. Philip Thomson,
Ms. Elizabeth Bondfield and Miss Annabel Johnson
We had to code and price each
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